The initial phase of folding for many proteins is presumed to be the collapse of the polypeptide chain from expanded to compact, but still denatured, conformations. Theory and simulations suggest that this collapse may be a two-state transition, characterized by barrier-crossing kinetics, while the collapse of homopolymers is continuous and multiphasic. We have used a laser temperature-jump with¯uorescence spectroscopy to measure the complete time-course of the collapse of denatured cytochrome c with nanosecond time resolution. We ®nd the process to be exponential in time and thermally activated, with an apparent activation energy $9 k B T (after correction for solvent viscosity). These results indicate that polypeptide collapse is kinetically a two-state transition. Because of the observed free energy barrier, the time scale of polypeptide collapse is dramatically slower than is predicted by Langevin models for homopolymer collapse.
Introduction
When an unfolded polymer chain is transferred into a poor solvent it collapses to form a compact globule. Similarly, an unfolded polypeptide that is transferred from a denaturing solvent (e.g. guanidine hydrochloride solution) into water also collapses to a compact con®guration. Collapse of the polypeptide may either coincide with, or precede, the formation of the native (folded) structure. If collapse and folding are not simultaneous, the polypeptide may possess both expanded and compact denatured states. The compact denatured con®guration has been variously called the``molten globule'', the``compact globule'', or the``folding intermediate''. Both the collapse transition and the nature of these compact denatured states are of great importance to the understanding of protein folding. Consequently, the dynamics of polymer collapse has been the subject of numerous theoretical investigations, starting with the work by de Gennes (1985) .
Recently, novel experimental techniques have been developed for the study of polypeptide collapse. As a result it is now becoming possible to compare theoretical models for collapse of idealized chains with experimental observations on polypeptides. Nanosecond and microsecondresolved triggering and observation of protein folding reactions Winkler & Gray, 1998) make it possible to ask: how does a fully unfolded polypeptide chain collapse to a compact state? Do non-speci®c, hydrophobic forces drive the polypeptide to a near-random ensemble of compact con®gurations, as in the collapse of a homopolymer, or do speci®c inter-residue interactions generate a two-state, or cooperative, transition to compact, native-like structures (Brooks, 1998; Chan & Dill, 1991; Gutin et al., 1995; Sosnick et al., 1996) ? Chan et al. (1997) used a turbulent mixing device (dead time $70 ms) to search for the collapse of cytochrome c. They monitored collapse through the¯uorescence of the lone tryptophan residue (Trp59), which is quenched by intramolecular resonant energy transfer (Fo È rster transfer) to the heme, which is covalently attached to the (104 amino acid residue) polypeptide at positions 14, 17 and 18. These experiments improved the time resolution of mixing experiments by nearly two orders of magnitude and completely resolved the previously unobserved, sub-millisecond folding of cytochrome c. However, substantial quenching of the Trp59¯uorescence within the instrument dead time indicated the presence of an unresolved collapse process. repeated these mixing experiments with an improved signal:noise ratio and a dead time of $45 ms. They observed the initial¯uorescence quenching to be nearly exponential in time, with a decay time $25-65 ms. They attributed this quenching to collapse of the unfolded chains to a compact ensemble, and then analyzed the rates and signal amplitudes in terms of a sequential three-state model. Here we have labeled these states as shown in Figure 1 :
and D C respectively are the expanded and compact denatured ensembles, and N is the native (folded) state. analysis indicated that the Trp59¯uorescence in state D C is >95 % quenched. Pollack et al. (1999) used submillisecond-resolved small-angle X-ray scattering and the kinetic results of and Chan et al. (1997) to demonstrate that the radius of gyration of the compact denatured molecule is no more than 30 % greater than that of the native state, consistent with nearly complete quenching of Trp59 in state D C . could not demonstrate unambiguously that the observed collapse from D E to D C is exponential in time, since their instrument dead time was comparable to the observed collapse time. We have resolved the entire time course of this rapid process by triggering the re-equilibration between more and less expanded con®g-urations of the cytochrome c chain with a nanosecond laser temperature-jump. We monitored the process through the¯uorescence energy transfer between Trp59 and the heme. We ®nd the time-course of the¯uorescence change to be exponential, with an Arrhenius-like temperature dependence that exceeds the temperature dependence of the solvent viscosity. These results indicate that expansion and collapse of the denatured protein is a two-state process, with an energy barrier separating expanded and compact ensembles.
Results
The nanosecond T-jump at t 0 causes an abrupt drop in tryptophan¯uorescence emission, due to the intrinsic temperature dependence of tryptophan's¯uorescence yield (Thompson et al., 2000) . Under weakly unfolding conditions, within the lower tail of the thermal unfolding curve (e.g. T $20 C in Figure 2 ), the temperature change also triggers detectable microsecond and millisecond relaxations in the Trp59¯uorescence (Figure 3 ). For t 5 10 ns, this biphasic relaxation of the¯uor-escence signal f(t,T) is well-described by:
Here t 1 is $100 ms, t 2 is $1-10 ms, T is the sample temperature immediately after the T-jump laser pulse (i.e. t > 10 ns), and a 0 (T) is the equilibrium uorescence at T. (At longer times, t $ 100 ms, thermal diffusion cools the probed volume and generates a third relaxation, not shown in Figure 3 .) The faster process (t 1 ) is the re-equilibration of the denatured molecules between different denatured states ( Figure 1 ). Speci®cally, it re¯ects a net expansion of the denatured chains. In a two-state model for the denatured states (Figure 1(a) ), the relaxation rate 1/t 1 equals the sum of the rates for expansion (D C A D E ) and collapse (D E A D C ) of a denatured molecule. The slower (t 2 > 1 ms) observed phase represents re-equilibration between native and denatured states. The kinetics of the slower folding/unfolding process characterized by a 2 and t 2 Figure 1 . Two possible free energy surfaces for a denatured polypeptide. The free energy F is plotted as a function of the chain's radius of gyration, R g , and a variable, Q, that represents the degree of native-like structure. For example, Q could be the fraction of native intra-chain contacts that are achieved in a particular con®guration of the molecule. (a) System with two denatured states, D E and D C , and a fully native state (N). D E is fully expanded and has very few native contacts, while D C is compact and more native-like; (b) System with one denatured state (D) and a native state (N). In this case D contains both expanded and compact con®gurations of the polypeptide, but no barrier separates these ensembles. An interesting outstanding issue is whether the kinetics of protein collapse and folding can be predicted from models of diffusive motion on such surfaces (Eaton, 1999; Mun Ä oz & Eaton, 1999; Onuchic et al., 1997). have been described in detail elsewhere .
The microsecond t 1 process is only observed at low GdnHCl concentrations (<$2 M), within a narrow range of temperatures below the midpoint of the thermal unfolding transition. Outside this range of conditions, a ten-degree temperature jump does not induce a detectable re-equilibration between expanded and compact con®gurations. This is a consequence of the fact that very few molecules occupy compact denatured states, even under experimental conditions that are optimized for these T-jump studies. As a result, the microsecond relaxation generates a small signal that is dif®cult to study in detail: in Figure 3 the relaxation amplitude is only $5 % of the baseline¯uor-escence, which is itself quite small below the thermal unfolding transition.
Because the observed relaxation amplitudes are small, it is important to establish that the microsecond relaxation in Figure 3 is the same expansion/collapse process observed when fully unfolded cytochrome c was diluted from high to low denaturant concentration in rapid mixing experiments . In both experiments a sub-millisecond relaxation is observed in the¯uorescence of Trp59 as the cytochrome c re-equilibrates between denatured ensembles. However, the relaxation in the rapid mixing experiment appears signi®cantly faster: for example, we ®nd a $90 ms relaxation in 1.53 M Gdn HCl at T 30 C (Figure 3 ), while Shastry & Roder (1998) report a $33 ms relaxation upon dilution of fully unfolded cytochrome c into the same solvent at T 22 C. However, since the capillary mixing device used in the dilution studies had an intrinsic dead time of $45 ms, most of the polypeptide collapse was not resolved experimentally. Because of this dead time, mixing experiments can determine rapid relaxation rates precisely only if the t 0 signal amplitude is also known. assumed the t 0 (fully unfolded)¯uorescence of cytochrome c to be independent of GdnHCl concentration. However, Chan et al. (1997) observed that the¯uorescent quantum yield of the nine-residue tryptophancontaining peptide decreased with decreasing GdnHCl concentration. This ®nding would imply that assumption systematically underestimates collapse times for cytochrome c. Differences in protein concentration may also contribute to the difference between our results and those of Shastry & Roder. In any case, the greater time resolution of the temperature jump technique reveals the full time course of the relaxation and allows unambiguous determination of these microsecond rates. Figure 3 demonstrates that a single-exponential time course describes the microsecond relaxation observed in the tryptophan¯uorescence. This C, ÁT 10 C). The data for 0 < t < 1.5 ms are ®t to equation (1) (solid curve), although the main panel shows only the data for t 4 400 ms. The upper inset shows the rest of the data. The dotted curve is f ®t (t) a 2 exp(Àt/t 2 ) a 0 , or the extrapolation to short times of the long-time (t 4 t 1 ) behavior of the¯uorescence decay. The lower inset shows the difference f ®t (t) À f(t) for t 4 400 ms, showing that the microsecond¯uorescence relaxation closely approximates an exponential decay. Solvent is 1.53 M Gdn HCl, 0.5 M imidazole, 0.1 M phosphate (pH 7.0). 
Two-state Expansion and Collapse of a Polypeptide
suggests (although it does not prove) that collapse is a two-state (cooperative) process, with a barrier separating expanded and compact denatured ensembles on the multi-dimensional free energy surface of the molecule (Figure 1(a) ). The temperature dependence of t 1 more explicitly demonstrates the existence of a barrier. An Arrhenius plot (Figure 4 ), shows that t 1 % A 0 exp(E a /k B T), indicating that an activation energy E a % 40 kJ/mol % 16 k B T controls the rate of re-equilibration between compact and expanded states, with A 0 $ 10 ps. Figure 5 shows that both the relaxation time t 1 and the energy barrier E a vary only weakly over the range of denaturant concentrations for which the relaxation is detectable through T-jump studies. In general our observed t 1 is three to ®ve times slower than reported by . However, these authors report a comparable activation energy, E a % 12 k B T, for the relaxation rate (although at pH 4.5), providing further evidence that we are in fact resolving the same physical process.
Not all of E a can be attributed to the polypeptide chain, as the chain's diffusion rate D presumably governs expansion and collapse. D should vary inversely with the viscosity Z of the solvent, i.e.
, while near room temperature the viscosity of water is nearly Arrheniuslike, Z(T) G exp(E solvent /k B T), where E solvent % 7 k B Â 300 K (Lide, 1998) . Solvent viscosity can therefore account for roughly half of the observed barrier E a , while E chain E a À E solvent % 9 k B T of the observed barrier actually arises from the dynamics of the polypeptide chain itself.
The positive slope in the Arrhenius plot for t 1 raises the question of whether E chain is the effective energy barrier for the expansion (D C A D E in Figure 1 (a), at rate k e ) or the collapse (D E A D C , at rate k c ) of denatured cytochrome c. While the total relaxation is thermally activated over the range T 21 À 43 C, the two individual rates presumably have different energetic barriers. Therefore it is of interest to determine whether one or both of these barriers are non-zero, i.e. whether there are energetic barriers to both expansion and collapse of the chain. For typical two-state systems one resolves this question by measuring the equilibrium constant, K eq k e /k c : once K eq is known, the individual rates k c and k e are obtained from k c À1 (1 K eq )t 1 and k e K eq k c . Arrhenius plots for k c and k e then indicate whether both rates exhibit energy barriers. The present system is not so easily treated, however, since it has multiple states. N is heavily populated under the most favorable equilibrium conditions, while the states of interest (D E and D C in the three state model of Figure 1(a) ) are present at levels no greater than a few per cent. Furthermore, two of the states (D C and N) are strongly quenched (and therefore indistinguishable) in their¯uorescence emission. Thus, the expansion-collapse transition is experimentally accessible only through kinetic studies.
We therefore used the Arrhenius data of Figure 4 to estimate the size of the energy barriers for k c and k e separately. We use the relation: where have estimated K eq % 1 for cytochrome c in 1.5 M GdnHCl at T T 0 22 C, we can approximate K eq at T near T 0 as:
with H H e À H c and k B T 0 2.45 kJ/mol K. Thus:
We estimate A c , Á, and H by ®tting the t 1 (T) data to this expression: the linearity of the Arrhenius plot places a limit on H, with the assumption that these various parameters are themselves independent of T. The data for cytochrome c in 1.53 M GdnHCl (pH 7.0) are most consistent with Á 5 8 k B T and H 4 14 k B T (expansion with increasing T indicates H > 0). These produce a 50 % increase in the ®nal sum-of-squares compared to the most probable values of Á % 16 k B T and H % 0. Thus our data indicate a net positive energy barrier for both expansion and collapse of the chain, even after subtraction of the solvent viscosity's contribution ($7 k B T 0 ) from these activation energies.
Discussion
At temperatures below the theta temperature, the net interaction between the residues of a polymer chain is attractive, driving the chain to collapse from a random coil to a compact globule (Williams et al., 1981) . This non-speci®c collapse has long been of interest because of its potential relevance to early stages of protein folding. The equilibrium properties of homopolymer and heteropolymer collapse have been studied extensively. Homopolymers are generally expected to collapse in a continuous (i.e. second-order-like or barrierless) transition, although in the case of short, stiff chains, a two-state transition appears possible (Williams et al. 1981; Chan & Dill, 1991; Grosberg & Khokhlov, 1994) . Heteropolymer collapse is naturally more complicated, owing to the possibility of speci®c interactions and the formation of structure (Chan & Dill, 1991; Garel et al., 1994) . For heteropolypeptides that fold to proteins, Ptitsyn & Uversky (1994) have used a length-scaling argument as evidence that a compact denatured state with native-like overall topology, the so-called`m olten globule'', represents a distinct state separated from a more unfolded state by a free energy barrier; the collapse of a polypeptide to this molten globule is then thermodynamically ®rst-order like. Much less is known about polymer collapse kinetics. These kinetics are dif®cult to study experimentally, and only limited laboratory data are available, either for proteins Ballew et al., 1996; Gilmanshin et al., 1998) or for other polymers (Chu et al., 1995; Zhu & Napper, 1997) . Theoretical work has addressed collapse kinetics through the use of phenomenological models (de Gennes, 1985; Grosberg et al., 1988; Thirumalai, 1995; Buguin et al., 1996) and Langevin dynamics (Pitard, 1999; Pitard & Orland, 1999; Timoshenko et al., 1995) , as well as Monte-Carlo and molecular dynamics simulations (Kavassalis & Sundararajan, 1993; Milchev & Binder, 1994; Ostrovsky & Bar-Yam, 1995; Kuznetsov et al., 1995 Kuznetsov et al., , 1996 . The collapse of polypeptides has been studied primarily through lattice models and other computer simulations (Camacho & Thirumalai, 1993; Dill & Chan, 1997; Dobson et al., 1998; Gutin et al., 1995; Klimov & Thirumalai, 1996; Onuchic et al., 1997; Shakhnovich, 1997) . Such simulations have led to the suggestion (Klimov & Thirumalai, 1996) that the rate of protein folding varies inversely with the difference between the theta temperature and folding temperature of the molecule.
These theoretical studies indicate that homopolymer collapse is an extended process, occuring in several kinetic stages. In the early stage, clusters of residues form along the chain. These clusters then aggregate, increasing in size as they decrease in number. This``coarsening'' stage may be followed by slower compaction, reptation, or other relaxations as the globule develops. The kinetics of these phases may exhibit power law, rather than exponential, time dependence. Multi-phasic, nonexponential collapse of homopolymers has been observed experimentally (Chu et al., 1995; Zhu & Napper, 1997) .
One may imagine that the collapse of a small, single-domain protein (N 4 100 residues), consisting of a relatively stiff chain, need not encompass all of the same phases characteristic of longer chains. The initial compaction of a single-domain protein may, for example, resemble only the formation of a single hydrophobic cluster on a long homopolymer. Therefore, we compare the observed collapse kinetics of cytochrome c with a recent prediction for the early time behavior of a collapsing homopolymer (Pitard, 1999; Pitard & Orland, 1998) . Using a Langevin-equation approach, these authors predict that a chain initially at equilibrium at its theta temperature, then quenched to lower T, collapses according to: Pitard (1999) , the prediction for the 104-residue cytochrome c in water is t c % 70 ns, three orders of magnitude faster than the observed collapse. With the inclusion of hydrodynamic interactions, Pitard (1999) obtained:
at short times, which is presumably equivalent to an exponential collapse hR g 2 i % hR g 2 (0)iexp(Àt/t c,h ). Here the time scale is t c,h G Z a 0 6 N/(k B Tv). For cytochrome c, t c,h % 0.6 ms (equation 26 of pitard (1999)), which is still much shorter than our experimental time. Although the inclusion of hydrodynamic interactions slows the collapse time, one generally expects hydrodynamic interactions to accelerate collapse, since the¯uid medium couples the diffusive motion of non-adjacent monomers. In general, theoretical studies of collapse have not successfully predicted the collapse time scales observed in experiments (Chu et al., 1995; Zhu et al., 1997) . A more signi®cant difference with our result is that the Langevin analysis does not predict thermal activation in the collapse times t c and t c,h , except through the viscosity Z. Thè`e xcess'' activation energy E chain discussed above is potentially a unique feature of heteropolypeptide collapse.
The exponential character of the microsecond uorescence decay shown in Figure 3 should also have a signi®cant bearing on theoretical models for collapse. It strongly suggests that the polypeptide collapses in a two-state process, unlike the continuous collapse (cluster formation) envisioned for homopolymers. Even if hR g 2 i for the cytochrome c ensemble decreases exponentially with time, as in some homopolymer collapse theories, the decay of the¯uorescence can still exhibit either exponential or non-exponential kinetics. This is because the ef®-ciency of Fo È rster energy transfer from the Trp59 to the heme varies as R 0 6 /(R 0 6 r 6 ), where r is the Trp59-to-heme distance and R 0 % 34 A Ê . Figure 6 shows two hypothetical scenarios for the collapse of an ensemble of chain molecules (with N 41 segments of length 3.8 A Ê and Flory ratio $8, like the polypeptide connecting Trp59 with the heme at His18). In both cases the initial distribution of endto-end distances is Gaussian, P(r) G r 2 exp(À3 r 2 / 2hr 2 (t 0)i). In both cases also the mean-square end-to-end distance hr 2 i decays exponentially with time:
hr 2 ti hr 2 Ii1 À e Àt hr 2 0ie
Àt Figure 6 (a) presents a continuous collapse, in which the ensemble maintains a Gaussian distribution during collapse:
Here hr 2 (t)i decays exponentially from %69 A Ê to %10 A Ê . By contrast, Figure 6 (b) models a two-state collapse:
PrY t P expanded re Àt P compact r1 À e Àt
Here P expanded (r) and P compact (r) are two different Gaussian distributions. The insets to Figure 6 (a) and (b) show very different predictions for the¯u-orescence yield f(t) in the two cases. If the ends of these chains are labeled with a¯uorescence donor and acceptor pair, two-state collapse does generate an exponential¯uorescence decay, while¯uor-escence decay for continuous collapse is clearly non-exponential in time. Our experimentally observed microsecond decay (Figure 3 ) is clearly more similar to the two-state case (Figure 6(b) ). Our data show that the initial collapse of a polypeptide from an unfolded to a compact con®gur-ation can be a two-state process, requiring passage over a free energy barrier. This is unlike the more continuous, extended process envisioned for the collapse of long homopolymers. What is the origin of this free energy barrier to collapse? If the polypeptide's energy and entropy both decrease linearly as the chain collapses, no free energy barrier is encountered. However, from simulations and general theoretical considerations Pande & Rokhsar (1998) have argued that a free energy barrier does divide the unfolded and compact-denatured ensembles of``designed'' (i.e. having a native state) heteropolymers. This barrier arises from the presence of both combinatorial entropy and loop entropy in partially compact molecules; the sum of these entropies exhibits a minimum as the chain collapses, giving rise to a net barrier in the free energy. This analysis does not consider possible energetic contributions to the free energy barrier, although we ®nd in cytochrome c a signi®cant activation energy for both expansion and collapse of the chain. This energy barrier could potentially arise from the net positive charge on the molecule. The cytochrome c molecule carries a net charge of roughly 10 at neutral pH. Electrostatic repulsion could impede collapse until the molecule becomes suf®ciently compact to bene®t from short range hydrophobic interactions, giving rise to an energetic barrier, as discussed by Stigter et al. (1991) . This simple model suggests that the thermodynamics and kinetics of polypeptide collapse will depend on the net charge, salt concentration (electrostatic screening), etc. of the system.
Conclusions
Although studies of polymer collapse have long been at least partially motivated by the interest in protein folding as a special case, the comparison between homopolymer collapse as it is understood theoretically, and protein folding as it can be observed experimentally, is only now being explored. Our results con®rm, with dramatically improved time resolution, that the unfolded cytochrome c chain collapses to a compact state in a two-state transition. The exponential time course of the relaxation, together with the Arrhenius-law observed for its rate, strongly argue that the expanded and compact states represent two distinct local minima in the free energy surface of the denatured polypeptide. This is signi®cantly unlike the picture that has developed from theoretical studies of homopolymer collapse, although it may be compatible with the results of recent dynamics simulations of proteins and designed heteropolymers.
Finally, it is interesting that the collapse time for cytochrome c approaches the time scale for end-toend diffusion of the chain. The two endpoint residues of a randomly coiled, freely diffusing polypeptide can be expected to make physical contact on time scales of order N 3/2 t 0 , where t 0 $ 0.1 ms and N is the number of amino acid residues (Hagen et al. 1996 (Hagen et al. , 1997 . For cytochrome c (N 104), this predicts end-to-end diffusion should occur in $100 ms. Thus, although the presence of attractive intrachain interactions could be expected to accelerate chain collapse relative to simple endto-end diffusion, the presence of a free energy barrier compensates for these interactions and slows the collapse process to longer time scales. The slow time scale for collapse of cytochrome c, and the existence of a free energy barrier, imply that speci®c intrachain interactions drive a cooperative transition to (and maintain the stability of) the collapsed states of cytochrome c. Further studies of this transition will provide the only rigorous test of current theoretical models for collapse and folding.
Materials and Methods
The 150 mM horse ferric cytochrome c (Sigma Chemical Co.) was prepared in 0.5 M imidazole (zone re®ned to reduce background¯uorescence) and $1-2 M guanidine hydrochloride (GdnHCl, from ICN Biomedicals Inc.), in 0.1 M potassium phosphate (pH 7.0). Figure 2 shows the temperature-dependence of the 350 nm¯uor-escence emission of cytochrome c, with 264 nm excitation of Trp59. Figure 2 also shows the¯uorescence of the tryptophan-containing pentapeptide acetyl-ITWKEamide (California Peptide Research, Inc.). The pentapeptide mimics Trp59 in its local peptide environment on the cytochrome c chain, but without the heme group. The¯uorescence of the pentapeptide falls monotonically with T, as does that of the unfolded protein (at T > $ 50 C). However, in the native protein the Trp59 uorescence emission is quenched by resonant energy transfer with the heme at His18. Thus, the¯uorescence of the protein increases with T as the protein thermally unfolds (T midpoint % 39 C). Figure 2 also shows the unfolding transition of cytochrome c as observed in far-UV circular dichroism.
The temperature-jump instrument has been described . A Nd:YAG laser (Continuum, Inc.) generates a $10 ns pulse at 1064 nm that is Raman shifted by a CH 4 -He mixture to 1.54 mm, which lies within a vibrational absorption (OH stretch overtone) of water. The $20 mJ pulse is then split into two counterpropagating pulses that are focused to a $1 mm diameter spot on the sample, which is contained in a quartz cuvette (0.5 mm path length). The infrared pulse generates a rapid rise of $8-10 deg. C in the temperature of the solvent in the focal region within a time $10 ns; the injected heat dissipates on a time scale $0.1 seconds.
The probe source is a frequency-doubled Ar CW laser (Coherent, Inc.) at 264 nm (4 mW) focused to a $40 mm spot on the sample. This excites the¯uorescence of Trp59 at the center of the heated region of the sample. A wide-aperture lens gathers the Trp59 emission at 90 degrees from the excitation beam and focuses it through a bandpass ®lter (350 nm) onto a photomultiplier tube. We typically signal-averaged the data from $3500 Nd:YAG laser shots at 1.67 Hz to generate a single¯uor-escence relaxation curve. We determined the magnitude of the laser temperature jump by measuring its effect on the¯uorescence of a solution of N-acetyl-tryptophanaTwo-state Expansion and Collapse of a Polypeptide mide (NATA, from Sigma Chemical Co.) in 1.7 M guanidine hydrochloride and 0.5 M imidazole (pH 7). The¯u-orescence of this solution decreases by approximately 1.7 % with each deg. C of temperature rise.
